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Hydrogen exchange technology provides a uniquely powerful instrument for measuring protein structural and biophysical properties, quantitatively and in a nonperturbing way, and determining
how these properties are implemented to produce protein function. A developing hydrogen exchange–mass spectrometry method
(HX MS) is able to analyze large biologically important protein
systems while requiring only minuscule amounts of experimental
material. The major remaining deﬁciency of the HX MS method is
the inability to deconvolve HX results to individual amino acid
residue resolution. To pursue this goal we used an iterative optimization program (HDsite) that integrates recent progress in multiple peptide acquisition together with previously unexamined
isotopic envelope-shape information and a site-resolved backexchange correction. To test this approach, residue-resolved HX
rates computed from HX MS data were compared with extensive
HX NMR measurements, and analogous comparisons were made
in simulation trials. These tests found excellent agreement and revealed the important computational determinants.
HDX-MS
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nlike any other method, hydrogen exchange (HX) behavior
encodes detailed quantitative information at amino acid
resolution on the biophysical factors that produce protein function—structure, structure change, interactions, dynamics, and
energetics. HX behavior is very sensitive to these properties, and
the chemistry (1, 2) and structural physics (3, 4) of HX processes
in these terms are now well understood. The ability of HX to
measure protein biophysical properties and their implementation in protein function has been demonstrated over the last 30 y
by many NMR studies. However, routine NMR analysis is limited to small highly soluble proteins that can be obtained in
quantity (multi mgs), isotopically labeled (15N, 13C), and studied
at millimolar concentration. A developing technology, HX measured and analyzed by mass spectrometry (HX MS) (5–16) can
extend this proven capability to the much larger and more
complex protein systems that make biology work. The method
requires only picomoles of protein at submicromolar concentrations; it can be used to study the properties and functioning of
proteins at any condition one chooses, and the experimental
protein need not even be very pure.
For HX MS analysis, a protein sample taken from any H–D
exchange experiment is quenched into slow HX conditions,
proteolytically fragmented, and the peptide fragments are separated and analyzed by HPLC and mass spectrometry. The
number of D atoms carried on each peptide fragment is given by
its measurable increase in mass, usually calculated as the increment in the peptide mass centroid. These results provide structural information resolved to the level of individual fragments
and are broadly able to indicate where in the protein important
behavior occurs (5–16). More penetrating conclusions could be
drawn if it were possible to extend structural resolution to the
individual amino acid level. Recently reported efforts have
moved in this direction (15, 17–24).
We ﬁnd that the effort to achieve residue resolution is not
limited by a difﬁcult calculational barrier (17, 18, 20) but by
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1315532110

experimental difﬁculties. To reach this goal, it is necessary to
obtain many sequentially overlapping peptide fragments that
cover the experimental protein several times over. It is also
necessary to solve the back-exchange problem, the loss of D label, and the information it carries, which unavoidably occurs
during the sample preparation process before sample injection
into the mass spectrometer. We have described experimental and
computational methods that can produce and rigorously identify
and characterize hundreds of peptide fragments (25, 26) and that
minimize back exchange (27). This paper demonstrates a straightforward approach that uses these capabilities together with previously unexamined envelope-shape information (isotopic peak
amplitude ratios) and a site-resolved back-exchange correction
to analyze HX MS results to amino acid resolution.
Results
Fig. 1 diagrams two sets of peptides with different overlap distributions. The hypothetical peptide distribution in Fig. 1, Inset,
with a common terminus, might be obtained from an electron
capture/transfer dissociation (ECD/ETD) analysis of samples
taken from an HX MS experiment (15, 21, 23, 24, 28–37). The
intact protein is injected into the gas phase of the mass spectrometer and an electron is delivered that leads to the rapid
nonergodic cleavage of a random main-chain NH to alpha carbon bond. The resulting peptide fragments extend to either the
N terminus or the C terminus of the protein. An analogous
method relies on MALDI sample injection (22, 38). The Fig. 1
Inset shows an unusually complete peptide dataset with a common N terminus. Given this ideal dataset, simple subtraction
of the D-dependent mass centroid increment of neighboring
overhanging peptides would allow carried D label to be computed at amino acid resolution. These approaches avoid the H–D
scrambling problem encountered in gas-phase cleavage by collision-induced dissociation (5, 39, 40) but they present some difﬁcult technical challenges (7, 21), especially for sequence regions
in larger proteins that are distant from the chain termini. A
promising alternative is to proceed initially with the proteolytic
fragmentation approach (below) and then select particular
peptides for further ECD/ETD fragmentation analysis (21, 30)
Signiﬁcance
This paper shows how hydrogen exchange–mass spectrometry
data can be deconvolved to obtain direct protein structural
information at amino acid resolution. The solution to this
problem has eluded prior efforts and is considered to be of
fundamental importance for the rapidly expanding hydrogen
exchange–MS ﬁeld.
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but at the expense of completeness and other disadvantages.
Direct analysis of the peptide fragments as shown here overcomes these problems.
Fig. 1 also diagrams a distribution of ∼300 peptides obtained
for staphylococcal nuclease (SNase) by a different fragmentation
method, namely online acid proteolysis. The colored bar indicates the site resolution implicit in this peptide set. Any given
amide position is site resolved, in principle, when two peptides
differ by only that one overhanging residue. However, in the
absence of a common terminus, the D occupancy of the overhanging residues cannot be obtained by simple subtraction of the
D-dependent mass centroids of neighboring peptides, as for the
ECD/ETD dataset. Site-resolution analysis must consider simultaneously the multiple distributed segments and overhangs in
the entire peptide collection (15, 17–20). We ﬁnd that this kind
of analysis can be greatly improved by the use of an aspect of the
MS data that has been ignored before, namely the multiple peaks
in the isotopic envelope of each peptide fragment rather than
just the single parameter mass centroid.
The point is illustrated by reference to the isotopic peptide
envelopes (relative peak amplitudes) in Fig. 2. The envelopes are
simulated for a 10-residue peptide with an average total of four
carried deuterons in an H–D exchange experiment. In the HX
MS experiment, these 10-residue peptides would provide eight
measurable peptide amides because deuterons on the ﬁrst two
residues are almost always fully lost to particularly fast back
exchange during sample preparation (27). Fig. 2A is drawn for
a case in which each amide site has a population average of 50%
D labeling. In the original protein population, each amide site
carries a deuteron on half of the proteins and the other half have
none. In Fig. 2B, four of the amide sites carry a deuteron in all of
the protein molecules and the other four have none. This might
occur, for example, if the peptide represents a sequence that
crosses between a well-protected helical segment and an unprotected loop. In Fig. 2C, half of the amide sites are taken to be

Relative amplitude
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Fig. 1. Overlapping peptides and site resolution.
Peptides are indicated as horizontal bars. Inset represents an idealized ECD/ETD peptide dataset. The
main diagram is a real peptide distribution for SNase
obtained by proteolytic fragmentation. The naturally grouped subregions (within vertical dotted
lines) are separately globally ﬁt in the HDsite calculation. Site resolution implicit in the SNase peptide set is indicated by red dots for resolvable sites
and blue rectangles for neighboring unresolved
“switchable” sites, which could be resolved by obtaining more peptides, for example by using additional proteases.

10% deuterated and the other half are 90% deuterated. In all of
these cases the D occupancies averaged over the peptide and
therefore the mass centroids are identical (Δm = 4), but the envelope shapes are clearly different. The relative isotopic-peak
amplitudes that shape each peptide envelope contain surprisingly useful D-occupancy information.
The envelope represents a convolution of the residue-level
distribution of carried deuterons with the distributions of other
atom isotopes, 13C, 15N, etc. The latter is a given and depends
only on the unchanging natural isotope abundancies. This deﬁned envelope shape is modulated by the D distribution—how
many members of the given peptide population contain zero D,
one D, two Ds, etc., as suggested in Fig. 2, Insets. This is the same
kind of information that one obtains in single molecule experimentation. When taken together with similar envelope-shape
information for the same amino acid residues contained in
overlapping peptides, this information can lead to the desired
residue-resolved D occupancies. All previous attempts to compute residue occupancies from measured peptide deuteration
levels have used the peptide mass centroids that provide only
a single-parameter population average and therefore lose the
more detailed D-distribution information contained in the multiparameter envelope shape.
We wrote a program (HDsite) that takes advantage of the
additional information contained in the envelope shape. Its
ability to compute site resolution was tested by comparing results
computed from HX MS data with site-resolved results measured
directly by 2D NMR.
Test Against Site-Resolved HX NMR Data. We measured H–D exchange over the 10,000,000-fold range of SNase HX rates by HX
MS for the peptide set in Fig. 1 and used the HDsite approach to
compute individual residue D occupancies at each HX MS time
point. The time-dependent D occupancy for each amide was
then ﬁt to a single exponential decay to obtain site-resolved HX
rates, as illustrated in Fig. 3A. The calculation also used the
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Fig. 2. Peptide mass spectra. Mass spectra are simulated for a 10-residue peptide with an average total of four bound deuterons, therefore the same
centroid mass (Δm = 4) but with different unresolved D-occupancy distributions. Insets specify
the averaged population D occupancies. (A) All residues are 50% D population average. (B) Four residues are H, four residues are D. (C) Four residues are
10% D, four residues are 90% D.
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site-resolved back-exchange correction described in Materials
and Methods. Fig. 3 B and C compare the entire computed HX
MS dataset with analogous site-resolved HX NMR data measured for 99 SNase amides. Results for 81 amino acids are within
threefold of the measured NMR rate, 16 are within 10-fold, and
2 are outliers. The MS and NMR data were measured in different years under different solution conditions by different
operators (41, 42) and corrected to the common scale of HX protection (1). These factors appear to dominate the variance observed
(e.g., compare the calculational accuracy seen in Fig. 4).

in Fig. 4B, the centroid-based calculation yields a broad distribution of D occupancies, variable from one ﬁtting run to another, because there is a tradeoff of sites added and subtracted
between neighboring peptides. In contrast, the envelope-based
calculation leads repeatedly to the same sharply deﬁned and
correct results. With lower signal/noise (S/N) (variability in isotopic peak amplitudes; Fig. 4C) the envelope method suffers
more because it depends on the ratio of isotopic peaks whereas
centroids are less sensitive to this parameter.
Calculations in Fig. 4D use a more realistic (proteolytic-like)
although unusually complete peptide set. The centroid calculation leads to considerable scatter whereas the envelope-based
calculation remains robust. The underlying reason for this behavior is informative. The peptide dataset, although extensive,
has fewer peptides than the number of residue sites covered, as is
the case for almost all published HX MS studies. The centroid
method provides only a single ﬁtting parameter for each peptide,
and this number is less than the number of residue sites to be ﬁt.
(In this case the default trust–region–reﬂective optimization algorithm cannot be used; Materials and Methods.) In contrast, the
envelope method is able to use many more data points (knowns)
than the residue sites (unknowns). Apparently, good results using the centroid ﬁtting parameter alone will require that the
number of measured peptides exceeds the number of residue
sites ﬁtted. This goal is unlikely to be achieved. Use of the manyparameter envelope information reduces this requirement by

Simulations to Evaluate Envelope vs. Centroid Methods. To explore
the effect of possibly important variables, and also remove the
variance due to insecure NMR determinations in Fig. 3, we
performed similar comparisons with various simulated peptide
datasets and D occupancies (Fig. 4). The simulated peptide sets
cover a 30-residue protein sequence, like that usually globally ﬁt
as a group by HDsite (Fig. 1). Each simulated peptide set is
sufﬁciently complete to intrinsically specify the D occupancy at
every site. The D occupancy at each amide position and signal/
noise were set by a random generator. Back exchange was taken
to be zero.
Fig. 4, Lower, compares the D-occupancy results computed
using either envelope or centroid data. When the peptide dataset
is ideal, as in Fig. 4A, envelope and centroid ﬁtting calculations
both provide excellent D-occupancy results. For the peptide set
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Simulation input D
Fig. 4. HDsite D-occupancy ﬁtting results. (A–D) (Upper) The simulated peptide fragment datasets used. (A–D) (Lower) Results from ﬁve independent ﬁtting
runs for each peptide set with D occupancies and noise randomly assigned. The HDsite calculation was based on either centroid data (blue) or envelope shape
data (red).
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Fig. 3. Toward amino acid resolution. (A) Some residue-resolved HX MS results for SNase compared with HX NMR results (dashed curves) or with the calculated rate for an unprotected amide not measured by NMR (dotted curve). (B) Comparison of HX NMR and HX MS data for SNase plotted in terms of HX
protection factor (Pf = measured HX rate/expected unprotected rate). Filled symbols indicate directly determined HX MS D occupancy. Open symbols,
switchable sites due to incomplete MS peptide overlap, are paired with their apparent NMR identities (this does not alter the ﬁt quality in B and C). Dotted
lines show deviations of threefold and 10-fold from the identity line. (C) Population distribution of site-resolved protection factors computed from HX MS
data versus measured by NMR.
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Fig. 5. The course of iterative trial D-occupancy calculations. Twenty independent optimizations with random start points were run for the simulated peptide set in A. The peptide set is complete, implicitly discriminates
every residue, and the number of peptides is not limiting relative to the
number of sites to be ﬁt, unlike the case in Fig. 4D. The RMSD for computed
D occupancies (trial – true; y axis) is plotted against the RMSD for ﬁtting to
the input data (trial – experimental; x axis), where the experimental input is
either the peptide centroids (B) or the isotopic peak amplitudes (C), as
suggested in the Insets. The exploded view (D) more clearly illustrates the
convergence of the envelope method results to the same D occupancies.
Colors are used to distinguish the different runs.
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a large factor, although intrinsic site resolution dependent on
peptide overlap is still required.
In regards to other factors involved, certainly a major effector
is the size of the peptide dataset and the site-resolution that it
deﬁnes (see the site resolution map in Fig. 1). Any calculation
can only extract information that is intrinsically contained in the
dataset. When neighboring residues are switchable, i.e., not resolved by the pattern of overlapping peptides, a centroid calculation treats them as a single site and incorrectly assigns the
averaged D occupancy to all. The envelope method can obtain
the correct occupancy values but their assignment to the correct
residues still requires a sufﬁciently complete dataset (Fig. 2,
Insets). Accuracy improves for both centroid and envelope methods
as peptide lengths decrease (results not shown). Decreased mass
resolution has no effect on HDsite performance so long as the
position and amplitude of isotopic peaks can be speciﬁed, although low resolution reduces the number of peptides able to be
found. High levels of back exchange (>20%) can be a problem,
and other workers have controlled for sizeable back exchange
and for run-to-run variance by monitoring internal reference
peptides (20). We have described methods for minimizing back
exchange, and ﬁnd run-to-run variance in back exchange to be
small (<4%), as for experimentally measured D labeling in
general. (We use manual sample handling and injection.) In any
case, the HDsite program is able to correct for back exchange at
site resolution (Materials and Methods).
Data-Fitting Landscape. In the HDsite iterative ﬁtting method and

presumably with any other adequate calculation, either the centroid or envelope approach will work well when the peptide dataset
is perfect and complete. In a more realistic case the envelope
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1315532110

method does better. The reason is that centroid information
provides only one ﬁtting constraint per peptide whereas envelope information provides ∼10-fold more constraints, derived
from the multiple peak amplitudes of each peptide. The additional constraints more sharply deﬁne the global minimum in
parameter ﬁtting space. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Twenty independent optimizations were run for the simulated
peptide dataset in Fig. 5A. The course of successive iterations is
shown as the HDsite optimization proceeds. RMSD for the
computed D occupancies (from the “known” values) is plotted
against the mean squared error for ﬁtting the input “measured”
data, using either peptide centroids (Fig. 5B) or isotopic peak
amplitudes (Fig. 5C), as suggested in Fig. 5, Insets. The excellent
peptide dataset discriminates every amide, and both centroid and
envelope shape methods yield good accuracy. However, the
centroid-based runs yield a spread of estimated D occupancies
and the envelope-based calculations repeatedly converge to
closely correct values, with RMSD <0.02 in D occupancy. The
exploded view (Fig. 5D) more clearly illustrates the convergence
of the envelope method to the same D occupancies. With less
complete datasets, accuracy declines much more rapidly for the
centroid method.
Discussion
This paper shows how residue-resolved HX rate information can
be extracted from data obtained by the HX MS experiment. This
work took advantage of previously unexamined isotopic envelope shape information and previously described progress with
experimental and computational methods that can produce and
rigorously identify and characterize hundreds of peptide fragments (25, 26) and that minimize back exchange (27). The success of this integrated approach was demonstrated by comparing
site-resolved HX rates obtained from extensive HX MS data
with site-resolved HX results measured by 2D NMR. This test
used only one protein but, given the large size of the peptide
dataset, it seems unlikely that peptides derived from other proteins would behave differently. Excellent agreement was obtained for simulated datasets that remove extraneous variance
and other uncertainties from the comparative data. The simulations also allowed the factors that might come into play to be
varied and identiﬁed.
A critical factor in any effort to obtain residue resolution from
HX MS data are the requirement for a large dataset of overlapping peptide fragments. For complete site resolution, the
dataset must be sufﬁciently large that each residue is present as
an overhanging residue in some peptide relative to some other
peptide. Also the peptide dataset must provide a number of
data-ﬁtting constraints that is at least as large as the number of
amino acid sites to be ﬁt. Fortuitously, the proteolytic fragmentation sample analysis requires low pH where HX is slow to
minimize back exchange. This necessitates the use of acid proteases, which are notoriously nonspeciﬁc and therefore tend to
produce the desired kind of overlapping peptides. The production of useful overlaps is not under the control of the experimenter. However, with more peptides, the overlaps and
single-residue overhangs will increase and, when sufﬁciently extensive, will move toward individual resolution for many amide
sites, even though there is no simple linear relationship between
the number of peptides and the relative completeness of the
resolved sites.
Given a sufﬁciently large peptide dataset, the iterative ﬁtting
approach tested here exploits peptide isotopic envelope information, or less effectively, mass centroid information. The
envelope method is able to use the multiple isotopic peaks for
each peptide (roughly 10) as constraints in the iterative ﬁtting
process rather than just the single centroid. This lessens the
number of peptides required for a good result and sharpens the
minimum-error position in the ﬁtting landscape, leading to more
Kan et al.
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Fig. 6. Flow of the HDsite method. (Upper) Overall ﬂow; (Lower) back-exchange treatment.

deﬁnitive ﬁtting results. The isotopic envelope information comes
for free, so to speak, in the MS data collection. A ﬁnal factor in
the success of the approach is the ability to correct for back
exchange at residue resolution. This capability depends on accurate knowledge of the HX rates of unprotected amides (1, 2)
and is validated by the demonstration that close to 100% of
naturally occurring peptide fragments do experience back exchange quantitatively as expected during HX MS sample processing (27).
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Materials and Methods
HX MS Experiment. The SNase experimental results shown in the main text
were obtained for a stabilized double mutant (P117G/H124L) prepared as
described before (41). D-to-H exchange was done at 20 °C in 0.1 M KCl. To
cover the wide range of HX rates for native SNase, four different HX MS time
sets (pH 8.6, 8.3, 5.6, 4.2, from 10 s to 4 wk) were collected. Sample handling,
mass spectrometry (LTQ Orbitrap XL), and data collection were as described
before (25, 27). Raw MS data were processed by the ExMS program (26) and
the many peptides that passed autocheck (no operator intervention) were
used. The resulting output ﬁles (ExMS_wholeResults_afterCheck.mat) containing the identiﬁed peptides and their HX information (centroid mass
increase, deuterated mass spectra, liquid chromatography (LC) retention
time, etc.), are compatible for importing into HDsite.

Kan et al.

HDsite Calculation. The overall ﬂow of the HDsite calculation is diagrammed in
Fig. 6. HDsite uses an iterative ﬁtting approach in which the adjustable
parameters are the D-occupancy values of each amino acid in the sequence
region of the protein selected for analysis. Trial D-occupancy values are used
to calculate the isotopic envelope for each observed peptide. These proﬁles
are compared with the experimental envelope of each peptide and a global
goodness-of-ﬁt (error) is calculated. The D-occupancy values are adjusted
and the process is repeated until either the error function stops improving or
a maximum number of iterations is reached. Because of the size of the MS
datasets for large proteins, we usually split the amino acid sequence into
smaller sections that contain mutually overlapping peptides with few peptides crossing into adjacent sequences. When a single protease is used,
the pattern of proteolytic cleavage naturally produces such groupings as in
Fig. 1. Currently, we have implemented HDsite in MATLAB (The MathWorks
Inc.) using the trust–region–reﬂective optimization method and other
functions provided in that environment. Other optimization algorithms
yield better results for single envelope analysis but they can take considerably longer and offer little advantage for overlapping peptide data.
HDsite corrects for back exchange on a per amino acid basis. This makes it
possible to compare on an equal basis the D level of a given residue that
appears in different peptides with different back-exchange times due to
different LC retention times. The total loss of D by each peptide due to back
exchange during sample preparation is measured (centroid) using fully
deuterated samples handled exactly as for experimental samples. An effective back-exchange time for each peptide is calculated by using previously
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calibrated free peptide exchange rates under quench conditions (1, 2). The
effective back-exchange time for each peptide is used to calculate the loss of
D for each residue in the peptide, from the time of quench, common to all
peptides, to the time of electrospray ionization injection, variable for each
peptide. Previous work has shown that peptide back exchange during sample
preparation is accurately predicted by the known free peptide rates (27).
Per residue D-occupancy values, with or without back-exchange correction, are used to construct the trial isotopic envelope to be compared with the
experimental data for each peptide. Isotopic envelopes are calculated with
a standard binomial ([Psub = Π(ProbHi + ProbDi)]; product over all residues in
the peptide) further convolved with the natural abundance distributions of
13
C, 15N, etc. The error, the difference between trial ﬁt and experimental, is
taken as the weighted sum of squares of deviations between experimental
and calculated peak intensities. In evaluating the deviations from experimental results, the integrated intensity of each peptide is normalized to
match the integrated intensity of the calculated proﬁle for that peptide. The
major source of noise appears to be due to ion-counting statistics. Therefore,
within a peptide envelope we weight the deviations according to the square

root of 1/(peak amplitude + λ). Here λ serves to substitute for zero in the
absence of a measured peak. It is set to the noise level of the instrument. In
summing the errors over observed peptides, each peptide is weighted
according to the square root of its integrated experimental intensity. In
practice, various weighting schemes made little difference to the outcome.
Alternatively, the centroid of the mass distribution for each peptide can be
evaluated and compared with experimental centroids. In this case switchable
residues are treated together as a single value. These calculations provide D
occupancy at a given HX time point. The HX time course of D-occupancy
values is then ﬁt to a single exponential rate equation as in Fig. 3A to obtain
rate constants and protection factors.
The HDsite MATLAB source code is freely available on our laboratory Web
site (http://hx2.med.upenn.edu/download.html), along with the previously
posted ExMS program (26) and instructional material.
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